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ABSTRACT selected because this is an achievable

solar-system exit velocity using space-
In a continuation of research presented at Joint Electric Propulsion

Conferences and Published in IS we nvesigate various aspects of manufactured hyperthin solar sails
beamed-electric propulsion for near-term interstelar flight. A radiation deployed close to the sun's photsphere5,6
pressure-supported laser beam receiver system mounted on the starship is
considered first Construced of perforated solar sail material, this device This paper continues our examination of
could be applied on both laser rockets and laser ramjs. The potential beamed-electric propulsion. We first
performance of laser rockets and ramjets is reviewed in light of recently
published performance projections for electric rockets. A representative investigate the 100 km beamed-light
one-way centuries-long interstellar exploration/colonization mission is collector mounted on the starship. For the
defined in terms of mass alloments. For this mission, a comparison of
beamedelectricramjetand rocketperformanceispresented. It is shown that peak accelerations of 6-8 X 10 5 gearth
rockets and ramjets have comparable performance for expedidors directed considered in Ref. 2, the laser collector
to the nearest stars (Proxima/Alpha Centauri and Barnard's Star). For more
distant destinations, the laser ramjet (operating with a solar sail first stage) is can be supported by laser radiation
superior. Both the ramjet and roket are assumed to decelerate using pressure if it is constructed of perforated
identical elecric/magnetc drag screens.

solar-sail material. Next, we compare the

i. Introduction performance of beamed-electric rockets and

ramjets for flights to nearby and more

In two recent papers,1'
2we investigated distant stars.

various aspects of the laser-electric

rocket and its application to interstellar

flight. Using Aston's projections for 2. The Laser Collection System

foreseeable future electric propulsion

system performance,
3 we demonstrated From Ref. 2, the radius of the ship-

the future feasibility of the laser- mounted laser-beam receiver is about 100 km

electric ramjet (Figure 1) using and the laser power received by the starship

technology currently on the technological is 4 X 101l-1011 watts. The radiant

horizon. power density at the laser receiver is

therefore about 1-3 watt/m2 or .001-.002

Using a solar-system based laser of 1010- solar constants. The starship acceleration

10 1 1 watt output power, a starship cruise during laser-ramjet operation is in the

velocity of 0.003c at the onset of laser range 6-8 X 10
- 5 earth"

operation, a ramscoop radius of about 1000

km in the interstellar medium, a 7.5 X 106 Table 1 of Ref. 5 presents performance

kg starship can be boosted to 0.01c after characteristics for flat, fully deployed

about 100 years of laser operation. The solar sails at 0.01 astronomical units (AU)

total flight time to Alpha Centauri, from the sun's center. A fully reflective

including deceleration by electric/magnetic 1.3 X 10- 5 kg/m2 sail deployed 0.01 AU

drag screens, is about 500 years. This from the sun's center is pushed away from the

compares favorably with interstellar sun with an initial acceleration of 681

voyage duration using many other propulsion gearth! When the irradiance on the sail is

options. reduced from 104 to 10- 3 solar constants,

the sail acceleration is 7 X 10-5 gearth

If the laser is operated continuously for Such a sail could therefore, at least

centuries, stars 21 light years from the conceptually, serve as a radiation-pressure

sun can be reached within a millenium. The supported laser-light collection system for-

initial cruise velocity of 0.003c was the laser-powered starship. The mass of the

dc



laser receiver is approximately 4 X 105 kg. assumed to start from rest.

The sail areal mass thickness considered for For a fuel burnout after 100 years, the starship

the laser collector corresponds to a sheet of has exhausted 6.3 X 106 kg. From the rocket

aluminum 4 nm thick. From Ref. 7, such a thin equation, the starship velocity is 0.01c at the

aluminum sheet will not be fully reflective, termination of electric rocket operation. During

acceleration, the starship traverses about 0.5

Instead of utilizing a partially transmitting light years. The craft requires about 480 years

hyperthin sail in this application, the laser to reach the vicinity of Alpha Centauri and 670

collection system could be constructed from years to reach the vicinity of Barnard's Star, not
perforated-sail material. A preliminary including the 50-100 years required for deceleration.
theory describing the optical performance

of perforated sails in monochromatic light If we next consider that enough electric fuel is
as been pulished by ocarried for a three century acceleration run,

has been published by Forward. 8  
1.9 0 k of hydrogen fuel is accelerated
and exhausted. Applying the rocket equation once
again, the starship's velocity at engine shutdown is

3. StarshiD Mass Allotments 0.021c. The starship traverses about 3 light years
during the acceleration run. It requires about 360,
460, and 710 years respectively to reach the

The mission considered in this analysis is a vicinities of Alpha Centauri, Barnard's Star, and
one-way crewed exploration/colonization Tau cati, not counting deceleration.
mission. The total ship mass is 7.5 X 106

kg. Table 1, adopted from Ref. 2, presents a Our final configuration assumes that the duration of

breakdown of component masses. the acceleration run is five centuries. The amount ofbreakdown of component masses.
hydrogen fuel required is 3.2 X 107 kg and the
starship velocity at engine shutdown is 0.028c.

In the following sections, we compare the The craft traverses about 5 light years during the
performance of beamed-electric rocket and 500 year acceleration run and requires about 615
ramjet propulsion for this spacecraft. years to reach the vicinity of Tau Ceti.

Although the ramscoop/decelerator component

will be less massive for the rocket than the 5. conclusions
ramjet, we assume that this reduction is

compensated for by the additional mass of the In Ref. 2, beamed-ramjet acceleration for one century

rocket's fuel tanks. allows a starship to reach Alpha Centauri in about 500
years, including deceleration. With continuous
acceleration, minimum ramjet flight times to Alpha
Centauri, Barnard's Star and Tau Ceti are respectively

4. The Interstellar Beamed-Electric Rocket about 350, 430, and 540 years, not counting
deceleration.

Expressing the laser power received by the
Beamed-rocket flight times to Alpha Centauri and

starship as P, the efficiency of laser energy Barnard's Star derived in the previous section are
utilization by the electric propulsion system close to the continuous-acceleration ramjet flight
as E, and the rocket exhaust velocity as ve, times. However, the ramjet is somewhat superior for
the electric rocket fuel exhausted each flights to Tau Ceti.
second, if, can be expressed:

The decision to develop beamed rockets or ramjets will
S2 therefore probably depend upon the dimensions of

S2 humanity's interstellar dominion. If we confine our
activities to the nearest stars, there is no apparent

For comparison with ramjet performance, we advantage of the beamed interstellar ramjet over the
adopt E = 0.5 as in Ref. 2. Also from Ref. 2, beamed interstellar rocket. In light of its greater

we adopt ve - 5000 km/sec (0.017c). Unlike the technological complexity,the ramjet will probably not
be developed for flights to the nearest stars only.

ramjet kinematics explored in Ref. 2, the power
delivered to the starship, P, is considered to Both the beamed rocket and beamed ramjet share one
be constant. From Sections 6 and 7 of Ref. 2, a significant sociological disadvantage. Up to the
value of P = 5 X 101

0 
watt was selected for the present, no technological society has demonstrated the

beamed electric rocket. Substituting these values political and social stability necessary to transmit
1010 - 10

l 1 watt continuosly for a few centuries
into Eq. (1), we find that the electric rocket to a distant starship.
exhausts 0.002 kg/sec. In this analysis, the
fuel is considered to be hydrogen--a common
interplanetary resource for a civilization

attempting interstellar flight. The rocket is

500
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Table 1. Mass Allotments

Component Mass (kg)

Electric Propulsion

System 2 X 10 6

Light Receiver 0.5

Ramscoop, Decelerator,

Tankage 2

Exploration and

Colonization Gear 2

Crew Habitat 1
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